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By Tara Dikeman
Staff Writer

Like all people, Cass Anderton knows
death is a part of living. But death is
closer to reality for her than for most.
Anderton is a woman with AIDS. Last
Tuesday she was brought to campus as
part of AIDS Awareness Day.
The SAFE [Students and Faculty
Education] Sex committee sponsored
educational events that included a Brown
Bag lunch presentation, information
booths, and two evening speakers.
The committee conducted a survey to
find out just how knowledgeable people
were about AIDS. With the results of the
survey the conunittee was able to focus
on the areas that the public was weak in.
"I know that education [on AIDS] has
been real intense, but obviously it's just
not getting out to some people," said
Rebecca Leonard, Campus Lay Minister
and member of the SAFE Sex
see

AIDS page 4

Club Rendezvous is finally going to
be a reality this Friday from 4:00-11:00
p.m. The ASUPS-sponsored event, held
in conjunction with Mistletoast, has
been in the works for months and is a bar
that will be open to anyone associated
with Puget Sound who is 21 or over.
The event will be catered by the
Executive Hosts Catering Company
which will supply both the alcohol in
the Rendezvous and the bouncers at the
door.
Dean of Students David Dodson warned
those present at Tuesday's senate meeting
that they, as the event sponsors, could be
liable for any unlawful incidents.
Despite Dodson's remarks, those
primarily responsible for organizing the
Club are still confident.
"I'm not really concerned. Their
[Executive Hosts'] insurance should cover
see

sponsored by the SAFE Sex o;ganization on campus.
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Bailey exonerated by Honor Court
By Erik A. Anderson
ASUPS Reporter

Well, it's finally over. The Honor
Court, in a public hearing on Nov. 21,
ruled that the Elections Committee and
Jay Rumwell had no case against
ASUPS Senator Eric Bailey.
In a closed hearing on Nov. 11, the
Elections Committee had found Bailey
guilty of violating Publicity Guidelines,
and had recommended that his election to
the senate be invalidated.
However, the case had to be heard by
the Honor Court because it is the only
student government body that can
invalidate an election according to the
ASUPS By-laws.
Kris Luethy, the Elections Committee
Chair, and Jay Rumwell, the original
complainant, presented the case against
Bailey.
Luethy, in her opening statement,
summarized the Elections Committee's
findings from the closed hearing.
"After examining all the facts and
opinions presented by both parties, [Eric
Bailey and Jay Rumwellj...the Elections
Committee found the following:
violation of paragraph two ... and
paragraph three of the Publicity
Guidelines [by Bailey]," Luethy said.
The guidelines in question relate to the
posting of signs and flyers in the
residence halls and the Union avenue
tunnels. Candidates were permitted to
"distribute" flyers in the second senate
election, but were forbidden to "post" any
"signs."
Some confusion arose as to whether
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flyers could be "posted." While the
Publicity Guidelines do not explicitly
state whether flyers may be posted, they
imply that flyers may be "hung" by such
statements as "posters/flyers may not be
hung anywhere close to the heater."
Bailey, in his defense, made clear that
he had posted flyers, not signs, in his
campaign for the second election.
"Before the second election
I was
informed that the rules would be
changed," Bailey told the Court.
"Kris [Luethy] called me up and said
that we would not allow signs in the
second election ... she said that there
would be no signs this time, just
...

flyers."

"At no time did I post any signs in
these places, I posted flyers which are
clearly different," he said.
Jay Rumwell, arguing for the
Elections Committee, called on ASUPS
Senators Chris Gavin and Jim Mullinax
to testify that they had seen Bailey's
flyers posted in areas where "signs" and
"posters" were forbidden by the Publicity
Guidelines.
After citing the ambiguousness of the
Publicity Guidelines, Bailey claimed that
he had been misled by members of the
Elections Committee regarding the
posting of his flyers.
"When I called and asked [Jim
Mullinax, ASUPS Senator and member
of the Elections Committee] ... he gave
me an affirmative response, saying that I
could hang the flyers anywhere," Bailey
said.
"The guidelines for the second election
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were inconsistent and not written, and the
Elections Committee should have known
everything about the flyers beforehand,"
Bailey continued.
Bailey also told the Court that he
removed the flyers in question at the
prompting of Kris Luethy. However, he
said that he did not remove a few flyers
in the Greek houses because he did not
realize that these houses were included in
the Publicity Guidelines as "residence
halls" in which signs were prohibited.
"I always acted in good faith," Bailey
added. "I always felt that I was following
the guidelines. I never thought of any
wrongdoing--I wasn't trying to get an
upper advantage. I was just trying to do
my best to campaign for the election."
After listening to the Elections
Committee's evidence, and Bailey's
responses and cross-examinations, the
Court went into closed deliberations for
twenty minutes.
When the hearing reconvened, Honor
Court Chair Janice Langbehn announced
the Court's decision.
"The Honor Court has found that the
Elections Committee did not show by a
preponderance of evidence that Eric
Bailey purposely ignored or intentionally
violated the ASUPS Publicity
Guidelines," Langbehn said. "Therefore
the Elections Committee complaint is
dismissed."
After the hearing, Eric Bailey was
elated.
"I'm glad that it's finally over said, and
now I can start really working as a fulltime Senator," he said.
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Dr. Herbert
remembered
Janice K. Langbehn
Contributing Writer

On November 22, while the country
mourned the assassination of President
Kennedy, the University of Puget
Sound mourned the death of Dr.
Edward Herbert, a biology professor.
Dr. Herbert came to the University
in 1966 after finishing his Ph.D. at
Southern Illinois University. Dr.
Herbert was the pioneer with the
electron microscopy classes at the
university. Later he helped students
interested in pre-med and other health
science fields by teaching anatomy and
physiology.
see
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ASUPS Calendar project encounters problems
By Tom Koontz
Staff Writer
The 1,000 ASUPS calendars ordered
for the '8849 year at a cost of over
S2,300 contain incorrect days of the week
for five months.
While all of the events are listed on the
correct dates, the days of the week are
incorrect for the months of November,
December, February, March, and May.
"If people want to blame the whole
thing on me, they can," said ASUPS
Director of Public Relations Heather
Stansbury, "but I see a definite
negligence on the part of the printer
[Impression Northwest]
Stansbury signed the final go-ahead
before the calendars went to press.
"They also had to check their work,"
she said, "and I relied on them to put the
calendar together."
"When I first realized that some of the
dates had the wrong weekdays, I called

the printer and told them that the
problem needed to be corrected," said
Stansbury. "We argued about who should
have been responsible. I was adamant
about the fact that we had no more
money in the budget to pay extra [for a
reprinting]
Over $2,300 from the $4,500
Publicity budget, allocated by Senate
from student activity fees, was used to
subsidize the calendars.
Stansbury believes Impression
Northwest should have corrected the
error, but she decided against withholding
payment of the bill.
"I talked to [Director of Business
Services] John Hickey, who discussed the
matter with a university lawyer, who told
him we'd probably lose in court if we
didn't pay the printer. I'm no lawyer, but
I'm not quite sure I buy that.
"I don't think the university wants to
take the risk of not paying because

Mullinax resigns post
By Erik A. Anderson
ASUPS Reporter
In a startling announcement at the
senate meeting on Nov. 22 ASUPS
Senator Jim Mullinax informed his
fellow senators that he would be
resigning his post.
"After much soul-searching and
personal introspection I've decided that
I'm going to resign from ASUPS Senate,
effective December 6th," he said.
A long silence followed the
announcement.
In a letter to the editor of The Trail,
Mullinax stated explicitly the reasons for
his resignation.
"Three things have prompted this
action," Mullinax wrote in his letter,
"the recent election fiasco, my
disillusionment with the direction the
current Senate seems to be headed, and
my recognition of the fact that there are
others who would do a better job than I
am currently willing to do."
Mullinax also said that, regarding the
recent complaint by Jay Rumwell against
the election of Eric Bailey, he sees "very
little substantial difference between the
two candidates and certainly not enough
to be worth the price that AS UPS has
paid in respect and authority."

"I am embarrassed to be associated
with the ASUPS Senate," he added.
At the senate meeting on Tuesday,
Nov. 29, ASUPS President Lynn
Hendricks announced that sign-ups for
interviews for the senate vacancy created
by Mullinax's resignation would be open
until Dec. 6.
At press time four people had signed
up for an interview: Barbara Rohling and
Jay Rumwell, unsuccessful candidates in
this fall's election, Mark Carter, a former
write-in candidate, and Dave Harlan,
former editor of The Trail.
Whoever is selected for the position
will remain in place until the spring
elections next March.
In other senate news, Dean of Students
David Dodson addressed the senators
concerning the upcoming Club
Rendezvous event, part of this year's
Mistletoast celebration.
Dodson lauded the senators for their
support of Club Rendezvous, which will
set a precedent at UPS by having alcohol
served at an ASUPS-sponsored event.
Lynn Hendricks said that patrons of
Club Rendezvous will be asked for
identification to prove that they are both
members of the UPS community (or
guests of members), and over twenty-one.

Crimes on Campus
11/18/88

0100

Security services staff discovered lawn damage to university
grounds near Jones hail.

1 1f20/88

0217

A student's vehicle was the victim of a hit-and-run accident
on university property. Referred to the Tacoma Police
Department.

I 1f20/88

1645

The glass casing to a fire extinguisher case in a residence halt
was reported broken.

11/20/88

1842

Two students were involved in a minor motor vehicle
accident on university property.

11/26/88

0111

A student was the victim of the theft of a car stereo from her
vehicle.

REMEMBER:
* When reporting suspicious activity involving vehicles, the most helpful information
is a vehicles license plate number. Please train yourself to look for this information.
* When packing up for winter break avoid storing valuables in vehicles overnight.

they're the ones who could be sued. At
the same time, it's not their $2,300
being paid it's ASUPS's,"
The question of ultimate responsibility
for any lawsuit brought against ASUPS
is not clearly answered, according to
Hickey
"There has been no precedent to say
whether the university can be liable" for
a judgment against the student
government," said Hickey. "It would
have to be on a case-by-case basis, I
would think."
I asked for general guidance from the
lawyer," said Hickey. "Generally
speaking, if you've had an opportunity to
review the 'blue line' [final proof to be
printed] and signed it, you've approved it
for production, even if the printer was
involved in the error."
"If you challenge the bill and lose," he
said, "you would have to pay more
money. It's risk evaluation, and I think
--

.

the decision was based on this."
"1 never actually gave them a 1988-89
calendar," said Stansbury. "I made a basic
assumption that they would use the
correct days of the month."
"What we printed was what was okayed
by her [Stansbury]," said a spokesman
for Impression Northwest. "That
approval is the document we really live
by when we're printing."
The spokesman expressed concern that
those without knowledge of the specific
steps involved might not understand what
happened to the calendars.
After attaching an explanatory sticker
to each calendar, Stansbury gave them to
senators for distribution two weeks ago.
"The people who will take the time to
look at the poster," said Stansbury,
"will also take the time to read the
sticker and realize some of the weekdays
are wrong but the events are correct."
--

...in brief
.international
J OHAN N ES BU RG — Following the recommendation of his own
hand-picked President's Council, P.W. Botha vetoed tougher segregationary
legislation earlier this week. The controversial legislation would have lrced the
removal of thousands of blacks illegally residing in "white only" areas and toughened
the penalties for illegal residency. The Constitutional Afluirs coniiiiittcc of the
President's Council, which usually serves as an extension of the President's will,
balked on this amendment to the 1953 Group Areas Act, leling that it \'ould
diminish the significance of legislation passed earlier this month. The legislation
proposed plans to allow the creation of a few "open residential areas' where whites
and blacks could live together.

L I MA- In the hopes of surviving Peru's worsening economic crisis, President
Alan Garcia and his battered regime have passed drastic measures aimed at curbing the
yearly inflationary rate of 1500%. The primary measure was the devaluation of the
Peruvian intis from 250 per U.S. dollar to 500 per dollar as an incentive f o r I oricgn
investment and trade. The Garcia "austerity plan" also included the incremental
elimination of governmental food subsidies, effectively doubling the prices of most
basic food staples. The plan also raised the monthly minimum wage from 24 U.S.
dollars to 38 U.S. dollars at current exchange rates. In the wake of this legislation,
sporadic food riots broke out and rumors of a military coup have begun to circulate.

K EN N EBU N

KPORTPresident elect George Bush plans to select
a Pentagon Management Team this week, in what is proving to he one the more
troublesome choices facing the vice-president. Aides say the most !ikely, and most
controversial choice of a leader, will be former Texas Senator John Tower. The
former chairperson of the Senate Armed Services Commitee has a reputation of being
hawkish, strong-willed and prone to oppose incoming Secretary of State James Baker
and Natioanl Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft in the area of foriegn policy. Many
aides to the president-elect feel that Tower will not be willing to reduce the bloated
-

Pentagon budget, perpetuating the gigantic funding problems faced by the incoming
President.
Compiled by G. Wesley Meyer

...on campus
Hunger Awareness Group meets on Tues.
Tuesday evenings at 5:00 anyone signed up for the Simple Meals Program should
meet in the Student Union in room 201 for a meal of rice and beans and a
presentation from a speaker. It is not too late to sign up for the program. For each
symbolic, simple meal eaten with the group, meal points are converted into dollars,
and the money is donated to the hungry.

Charity Pictionary Tournament held today
A Pictionary Tournament sponsored by Students against Multiple Sclerosis is
scheduled for today. It will take place from 8:00 to 12:00 in the Student Union.

Financial Aid Forms available for 1989-90
Financial Aid forms for continuing students are now available in the Financial Aid
Office in Jones 102 or in the Library.

Mistletoast events planned for tomorrow
The classic Christmas festivities are planned for December 2. The schedule is as
follows: 4:30-5:30 Hay Ride and Caroling Student Union Lot
6:30 - 7:00 Holiday Entertainment Great Hall
7:00 - 8:00 Holiday hors d'oeurves Rotunda
7:30-11:00 Big Band and Dancing Rotunda
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Lecture transports students to Israel
By Mike Fassler
Contributing Editor
The Palistinian / Israeli Conflict in the
Middle East plays no role in the life of a
Puget Sound student concerned with
upcoming finals rather than getting shot
by soldiers for throwing rocks.
Yet, for two hours on November 17,
this world conflict was transported to the
classrooms of Puget Sound by two
physicians in a lecture, "The Palestinian
Refugee Crisis: Past and Present".
Dr. Bill Dienst, a recent Logger
graduate, and Dr. Saleh Yashruti gave
pro-Palestinian slide presentations and
talks on their experiences in Israel, the
West Bank, and Gaza while emphasizing
the inhumane conditions being exercised
by Israel over the Palestinian natives.
The presentation was co-sponsored by
the Politics and government department,
Tacoma Arabs, Jews, and Others
(TAJOS), Model United Nations, and Pi

Sigma Alpha.
The crowd of nearly sixty included
many members of TAJOS who remarked
throughout the presentation, bringing
first-hand experiences and opinions about
the events taking place in their
homeland.
Dr. Dienst centered his talk around the
medical care made available to the
Palestinians who remain in Jerusalem,
Gaza, or the West Bank. Based on his
five month service with the Palestine
Red Crescent Society, Dr. Dienst lectured
those present on the slow, but constant
pressure that the Israel is using to gain
the removal of the Arab population
native to the area.
He stressed the closure of the majority
of Palestinian hospitals in these areas as
the Israelis arbitrarily decided to use the
buildings for other purposes. The little
aid that the Palestinian peoples do get is
from the United Nations and amounts to
less than $200 million annually.

CAMPUS FILMS--SPRING '89
1/20 -- A FISH CALLED WANDA
1/27 -- D.O.A.
2/3 -- A WORLD APART
2/10 -- GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER
2/17 -- A SOLDIER'S STORY
2/24 -- THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY
3/3 -- BAMBI
3/24 -- ROXANNE
4/1 -- PSYCHO
4/7 -- MOONSTRUCK
4/14 -- ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW
4/21 -- PRINCESS BRIDE
4/28 -- OUTDOOR/SURPRISE FILM
5/5 -- SURPRISE FILM
SHOWINGS: FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 7 & 9:30
SUNDAY 6 & 8:30 $1 WITH UPS I.D.

Coupon Special
— ----- --
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Large 16"
Canadian Style Docon1
& Pineapple Pizza
ONLY $9.00
Plus 2 Qts. of Po p
I

I ®
Name
ONE COIJPON PER PIZZA

---------------Any
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I
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Plus I Free 32 Oz. Pop I
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11 am-3pm-Mondoy-Fridoy

Ime
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Conversely to this, Israel annually
receives $3 billion from the United
States for security reasons. This helps to
fund Israel's occupation of Palestinian
territory.
Dr. Yashruti, a native of Akka,
Palestine, remarked on his experiences on
a trip to the area earlier this year.
Dr. Yashruti brought back slides
conveying the prisoner-like conditions of
the Arabs in Gaza and the West Bank.
They are kept out of the Israeli
settlements and placed in refugee camps
throughout the area. Curfew times are
imposed by the government, and order
maintained by armed Israel troops on
each street corner.
Dr. Yashruti emphasized that children
are the victims in this conflict. They are
the feared terrorists who throw rocks at
troops to only get gunfire in return.
Slides of medical rooms full of crippled
youth provided evidence to his theory.
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Last Monday the university held a
memorial service for Herbert in
Kilworth Chapel. Student, staff, and
faculty attended to "celebrate" his life.
Faculty colleagues Paul Walrof,
Michael Gardiner, and Ernie Karlstrom
spoke about the Dr. Herbert and the
life he lead. Paul Woirof reminisced
about the year 1966 when he and "Ed"
were new faculty members and how
"Ed" was his first friend within the
university community. Dr. Gardiner
talked about "Ed's" special talent as an
advisor and the lessons he taught of
how to care for the well-being of
students.
Finally, Ernie Karlstrom talked
about the man. He said even in "Ed's"
hardest moments of suffering (Herbert
had diabetes), he never openly
complained to other faculty members.
Lisa Pond, a student of Herbert for a
year in the anatomy and physiology
course commented on him.
"He demanded nothing less than
perfection from everyone he wanted us
to succeed. He was caring professor,
who was willing to devote time to
student's education. His knowledge
and humor will be greatly missed at
the University," said Pond.
CLUB from page 1
everything. The liability concerns are
minimal," said Darcie Julum, ASUPS
Vice President.
"We're having some UPS students
check for UPS ID at the Cellar door. You
need to be a member of the UPS
community or a guest to get in.
Members from Excutive Hosts will be
carding people at the door to the
Rendezvous," she continued.
"It's the responsibility of the bartender
to make sure that nobody is just
absolutely plowed," said Julum.
"There may be a shuttle service home
provided, and probably someone in the
Cellar to contact about that," added
Julum.
ASUPS hopes that the event will
bring both upperclassmen and faculty
together in a more relaxed atmosphere
than the classroom where they normally
meet.
"I have nothing past the standard
qualms about something like this: 'Will
anyone show up?' But I'm confident it
will go well. I'm excited," said Chris
Chapman, co-manager of the Cellar.
"I think it's going to go great. I'm not
really worried at all," said Julum.
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Committee.
"I am excited to have this chance to do
this [AIDS Awareness Day] and I think it
is really important that we keep on
educating," she said.
The main event of the day was the
evening presentation by Anderton and
Harry Blackwell, a father whose son,
Doug, recently died of AIDS. The two
spoke about their lives and how they deal
with the disease. Anderton was a close
friend of Doug's and the two of them
travelled around the United States
speaking on behalf of other people with
AIDS.
Anderton explained that she contracted
the virus through a blood transfusion.
But she was careful to stress that the
tests now performed on donated blood
greatly decrease the chances of
contracting the disease through
transfusion.
Anderton said that she was viewed as
the typical "innocent" victim because she
was infected with the AIDS virus
through blood transfusion. While Doug,
who was a gay man, was viewed as the
typical "guilty"person.
"We spoke out to challenge this

Also from 11 to 1 p.m. informational
booths were set up in the Student Union
to give people a chance to ask questions
and receive literature about AIDS and
STD's and precautions to prevent both.

"So long as we are
alive we seek to
live, to love, to be
loved, to grow, and
to hope."
During this time a video produced by
Karen Howard and Jill Vessely, both
Puget Sound students, was shown. It
dealt with students' reactions to questions
about AIDS.
"A lot of people at UPS think that
AIDS won't affect them, that they are
above it somehow and by having people
interviewed it shows that it is at local
level and they can get it and they should
be educated." states Karen Howard, coproducer of the video.

"there are two types
of people with
AIDS"
perception, that there are two types of
people with AIDS," Anderton said.
"We don't want to be viewed as people
sentenced to death. So as long as we are
alive we seek to live, to love, to be
loved, to grow, and to hope."
Lynn Chandler, director of the
Physical Therapy program, and Beth
Weinstein, a Master's candidate in
Occupational Therapy gave a brief
presentation on AIDS in the Cellar at
noon.
Chandler specializes in working with
children who have AIDS and discussed
what her job entailed. Weinstein has a
life long partner who is REV positive and
a hemophiliac. She talked about personal
experiences and described the seven-hour
educational course she has designed about
AIDS.
"I think it is very important to point
out that AIDS is very difficult to discuss
but that there are people here on campus
that are very well-versed who we can go
to and talk about it," said Lea Anne
Bantsari, Mortar Board representative to
the SAFE committee at the lunch
presentation.
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CAMPUS"SPECIAL
12" Pizza for $5.99 w/U.P.S. I.D.
Two 32 oz. pops free. Reg. value $10

CALL 383-1797
Fast 0 free delivery of Pias
Sandwiches 0 Pastes and
Salad Bar items,

Register for

RUSH 1989

THE SPOT - TAVERN
is offering a weekend recovery clinic
for all U.P.S. survivors
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SUNDRY STUDENT SPECIAL!
FREE POOL. 0 $2.50 PITCHERS
All Day with U.P.S. I.D.
(bring the other I.D. too)
6th and Ookes - 8 blks. from campus
NeHt to Fredrick and Dean Drug

Women's registration through Friday, 12/2
Men's registration through Friday, 12/2
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Thanksgiving foresh .adows Christmas doom
By Lisa M. Colby

Features Editor
For many of us, Thanksgiving can be
a bit trying. Four whole days with the
family. Families are good for a lot of
things: support (financial and otherwise),
meals, a good laugh now and then, and
some company when Saturday night
dates become less frequent as you might
wish.
Unfortunately, families can also be
good for other things--irritation,
frustration, and a headache. Okay, I will
concede that any family is better than
ravishing your turkey at the group home,
the Elks, or (God forbid) even
Goldendale, Washington.
My family is no exception. Were
rather average, kind of normal, maybe
even boring.
The tension was thick from the
moment the relatives arrived. Grandma
shrieked with delight as she kissed her
youngest grandson-- "The Lumper" as we
like to call him. He lived up to his name
as his diaper continually proved.
I had a few stimulating conversations
with my brother's college roommate,
James (alias Hymie), who was invited
out of sympathy since he couldn't go
home.
They went something like this: "So
you're a senior this year?"
"Uh, yeah, first year senior."
"Huh?"
"Well, no one graduates from C.W.U.
in four years."
"Why not?"

"It takes at least five, you need to get
your connections.'
Well, they are from Central.
My brother walked into the room and
spotted the book Hymie was holding.
"What's that," he asked.
"Uh, this is a book, Steve."
Dinner, as always, was the highlight
of the evening. Mouthwatering turkey
more than made up for a semester of
S.U.B. cuisine.
I noticed, not for the first time, that
my family seems to talk very loudly
during dinner. It's a competition for the
floor and my stepfather's selective
hearing impediment compounds the
problem.
After dinner Mom (the peacemaker of
the family) and Gram were in the kitchen
preparing dessert. Talk about two people

a devilish grin on his face, proud of his
accomplishment.
"Uh, oh. What did you do?" I asked in
my best scolding voice.
"Stupid!" he replied, leaving me
speechless.
Grinding my teeth, I decided to scrub it
all off on the sly, before my mom
noticed. With some 409 and a toothbrush
I ended up removing not only the ink,
but small patches of paint as well.
What I do love about these family
gatherings is the advice I get from wellintentioned but somewhat unaware
relatives.
Grandma suggested that evening, "You
know, you should get involved in
sports."
who rub each other the wrong way.
"Why's that Gram?"
Mom supressed her frustration as they
"Well, it's a good way to meet jocks."
argued about whether the still-frozen cool
"I'm sort of attracted to the intellectual
whip should be stirred up before put on type, though."
the pie. Gram won and preceded to whip
"But all intellect can be boring."
it into a kind of runny paste.
Talk about a generation gap.
Back at the table, the conversation
That, besides the usual game of
turned to my parents recent trip to the Trivial Pursuit and a running of "E.T.,"
wild game park where a yak walked right concluded my Thanksgiving highlights.
up to the car.
But, ah, you think, Thanksgiving is
"He got this yak snot all over my over and I can get on with my life.
window!" exclaimed Mom.
Wrong. Thanksgiving was but a taste of
I heard my uncle mumble almost what's to come during Christmas.
inaudibly from the other side of the table,
Just keep in mind we're on the verge of
"Kind of like this cool whip."
a month-long break. Maybe we shouldn't
Meanwhile, Lumper was in the kitchen all be so anxious to go home to join in
creating artwork with ballpoint pens. The on the festivities, but enjoy what's left of
problem was, the artwork was on my our sanity, freedom, and independence;
mom's immaculate white walls. Later, I savor it and take it in stride.
found him hiding under the counter with
Oh, by the way ... Merry Christmas.

Campus films profits
Tolzhaucr contributed to success of
Campus Films to publicity, her
Editor
committee, and the choice of films.
For the first time in "a long time,"
"I think the publicity has been a lot
Campus Films is making a profit.
better this year
Shelley has done a
The program, part of ASUPS, seems great job. The committee's a big help
to have blossomed this year under the too. They're very dependable."
direction of Programmer Heidi
"We try to get a good balance between
Holzhauer, with the help of her Campus blockbusters, cult films, and classics.
Films Committee and Shelley Saranto, We're trying to appeal to everyone,"
who has been in charge of publicity.
Holzhauer concluded.
"There have only been three films that
The success of Campus Films has
we haven't made as much as it costs," come at the perfect time, according to
Holzhauer said. "Our attendance has been Holzhauer.
incredible."
"This is like the trial year," she said.
Among the most popular films this
For the second half of the "trial year,"
fall have been Planes, Trains and Holzhauer plans to have two showings
Automobiles (505 attended), Broadcast each night, rather than three. Look for a
News (495), and Harold and Maude complete list of films for Spring '89 on
(401). page three.

By Caitim J. Moughon
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Shopping traumatizes
busy U P S students
By Caitlin J. Moughon
Editor
Since I've come to college, the
Christmas holidays have taken on an
entirely new meaning for me.
No longer do I see them as a fun time
when I can play around in the snow, eat
until I'm sick, and have a mini-mall in
my home one morning.
Now, Christmas means finals and the
HELL on earth I like to call gift
shopping. Even Dante could not have
projected what shopping has evolved into
for me.
I have a feeling that there are plenty of
other people out there who can spend
hours in the Tacoma Mall the day before
a mid-term but would rather take a midterm than go there to Christmas shop for
relatives.
That's why I'd like to offer a few tips
from a wise old sage who has survived
three Decembers as a college student (and
if you really appreciate this, you can send
me some Retin-A for Christmas).
As far as finals go, well, it may be too
late at this point. But for next
December, let's all remember to attend
class during the semester, OK?
On the other hand, the trauma of
shopping can be largely reduced, even at
this late date. It all begins with PMSA-a term which may be vaguely familiar to
you athletes out there--that Positive
Mental Shopping Attitude.
How to get a first-rate attitude? A few
tips:

1, Acknowledge your
inability to choose that
perfect present.
Very few people really know what the
perfect present would be for anyone; even
if they did, it would undoubtedly cost at
least as much as a year's tuition or a
Dove Bar in the SUB.
Just show that maturity you've
achieved in college and face up to the
harsh reality that everyone on your list
will receive a plethora of gifts they don't
want at all and which may likely repulse
them. Its not your responsibility. It
happens everywhere. Life is pain.

If you can even reach the realm of giftgiving in which the receiver doesn't
think, "This gift proves that roadkill on
1-5 is not nearly as gross as I thought it
was," then you should consider yourself
to have achieved a rarely attainable goal
in gift-giving.

It's damn nice of you to
be doing this in the first
place.
Nobody said you had to give gifts.
You could shrug it off, like so many
other reality-type duties, by simply
explaining that you're a poverty-stricken,
stressed out, exhausted, sickly, college
student, and everyone would still feel
sorry for you, showering you with Cross
pen and pencil sets.
But no, you're sacrificing your sparse
funds and grade point to make someone's
holiday special. You're giving up that
second meal everyday, that academic
enlightenment which could mold you
into the next Jennifer James. They're
lucky to get a bottle of B rut.

You're not going to get
anything you really like, so
why should anyone else?
This is the Golden Rule at work--hey
do unto others. Why search for that
unattainable perfect gift when you know
no one is going to do that for you? That
6-pair sock gift pack from Fred Meyer
will be just fine for Sister or Brother.
Now that you've got that special
attitude so vital to successful shopping,
I'd like to get a little more specific and
discuss just exactly what your purchases
should be.
First, ATTENTION ALL FROSH.
You may not be aware of this, but you
are required to return home with at least
one piece of UPS paraphernalia for each
member of your immediate family.
So get down to the bookstore
(formerly known as the Bay Bookery),
sell all your books, and load up on that
sentimental crap. Sweatshirts, mugs,
key rings, bumper stickers, teddy bears,
shot glasses for the siblings, they'll love
it all (and you shouldn't care if they
don't, refer to tip #3), because Christmas

(

'. '1
Another time my brother (he lives in
Berkeley) got three pairs of Hanes
underwear, tie-dyed in the colors of the
season, along with tickets to the Grateful
Dead for New Year's and one of those
sand-and-colored-water things to stare at
for hours on end.
For friends, the ever-popular and ohso-appropriate gross of Top Ramen is
the near-perfect giftA eiht packagc':
for a dollar, this litti:
anyone's budget.
These snappy items
shopping a breeze, so don despair. S11
down, sip some eggnog and watch
everyone around you giving themselves
heart disease. Then just chuckle to
yourself, knowing your collection of
socks, Brut, and Top Ramen is going to
be the best selection of presents under the
tree.
/ r

is made for corny rituals of this very
nature.
For upperclassmen, gift-giving gets a
little more complicated, since it's hard to
do much better than a sweatshirt from
UPS.
One idea I came up with for parents is
a tuition gift certificate. I'm sure the
university could accomodate you. Just
go in and make a little payment on next
semester, then get a little gift card to put
under the tree.
Siblings are a more difficult, but
manageable. One way to approach their
gifts is to assemblepackages, or baskets,
of related items.
One Christmas I bought a few boxes
of NoDoz and wrapped them brightly
with Cliffs notes and highlighters for
my sister. She was the happiest little
dickens in town on Christmas morning.
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Distinquished professor deemed qenius
By Shauna James
Staff Writer
Mott Greene's office is darkly paneled,
spacious, hushed, and covered from floor
to ceiling with books. His demeanor is
entirely professorial, from the penny
loafers to the prerequisite beard and
finger-swept hair. He seems like a
conventional university professor.
Yet this seemingly standard academic
is also an extrememly knowledgeable and
gregarious personality with a fascinating
past. And a genius.
Yes, a genius. At least the MacArthur
Foundation believed this to be true in
1983, when it bestowed upon Greene
S192,000 for whatever purposes best
served him.
The award required no application
process, and the only requirement seemed
to be that the reciepient would use the
money wisely. "1 think the committee
asked themselves whether this person
would continue to work," said Greene,
"or run off to Tahiti. They had a certain
confidence in me that I would do the
former."
Besides being a distinguishing honor,
the award came at an opportune time for
Greene. Having just quit his teaching
job at Skidmore College over personal
differences, and with his wife five
months pregnant with their first child,
the money served Greene well to buy a

If you see a man on
campus, resembling
this Trail artist's
depiction and wearing
a turtleneck, he is
probably Mott Greene.
house and car, and establish himself in
the community.
Shortly after, Greene was hired at
Puget Sound as the John B. McGee
Professor of Science and Values. He
professes to forget exactly what his title
is sometimes, for he teaches extensively
in all areas. For example, this semester
he is teaching a course in Science and
Values, as well as European Intellectual
History. Next fall, he hopes to also
teach a course in East Asian Literature.
The wide-ranging variety of academic
interests is in accordance with Greene's
own educational background. He
expresses the extraordinary experience
humbly. "My knowing a lot of things
is what happens to somebody who can't
make up his mind about what he wants
to do in academia," said Greene. "Not
that I can't make up my mind, but I

couldn't believe that this could be the last
thing I would study." This insatiable
drive for learning has produced a mind
replete with far-ranging knowledge.
However, Greene was not entirely
buried in academia throughout his own
college career. He spent his undergraduate
career at Columbia University in the
thick of protests over the Vietnam War.
"I was a political moderate compared to
some people there," confesses Greene,
"but one of my friends had a ring made
out of the 2500th airplane shot down
over Vietnam."
Protests of moderation aside, Greene
was himself an active voice against the
war. He spoke often at protests and on
television, and became something of a
local celebrity. Consequently, he was
drafted in 1968, even though he was
attending graduate school and was married

at the time.
Greene refused to fight, and even took
the case to court. He was eventually
granted status as the first non-theistic
concientious objector in the Northeast.
His outspoken views extend into
contemporary politics. Partisanship
aside, Greene expresses worry thatAmerican government is slipping ever
closer to fascism. "After the end of the
Vietnam war, and the clean-up of
government following Watergate, people
began to believe that we were moving
forward," said Greene. 'But I have my
doubts."
As well as the political system,
Greene admits to disconcertion at the
apparent decline in intellectualism in
America. But there is no chance of
intellectualism dying at Puget Sound as
long as Mott Greene is teaching here. He
adds immeasurable knowledge, a sense of
humor, and quality to the school.
And like one of his heroes, Charles
Sanders Peirce, an American professor
seminal to the role of semiotics, Greene
has a bit of the maverick to him. "1 like
people who are extraordinarily learned,
but not impressed by learning," says
Greene. A rebellious statement for a
university professor, and indicative of
Mott Greene's unconventional and
extraordinary personality.
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X-mas films are here for the asking,

RIM

Rattle and Hum
By Andy James
Staff Writer
At the beginning of Rattle and Hum,"
in a sequence shot in mock-documentary
black-and-white film stock, a mockinterviewer asks the band what this
movie is about. It's fairly revealing that
they can't come up with much, even after
a few tries. Eventually, the Edge weakly
claims, "It's about the music ... I hope."
Unfortunately, "Rattle and Hum" is
not about the music. It's about many
things: grand, heroic gestures; Bono's
posturing; overwhelming light shows,
and, mostly, about director Phil Joanou's
ability to create dramatic imagery. But
it's not really about U2 or their music.
U2 are apparently willing to be turned
into heroes, icons rather than people, and
the movie does that well. With the
pretentious lighting and arty camerawork,
they do become objects of worship.
But there's also something disturbing
about watching a movie grandiosely
constructed to make them larger than life
when their music is so human, and about
the fact that they themselves don't seem
to be disturbed by this.
The movie's best moments—Larry
Mullen waxing poetic about Elvis, B.B.
King blowing in like a life force—are the
exception among all the calculated
segments.
But then "Rattle and Hum" isn't really
a documentary; it's a long-form video.
Though there are a number of eventsU2 Visit the Banks of the Mississippi,
U2 Visit the Streets of Harlem, U2 Visit
Graceland, etc.—they were all planned for
the movie and they have a phony feel.
The band speaks about discovering and
growing from the experiences, but they

By Terry Bain

are so contrived that the only
illuminating moment they provide is the
Edge sliding down a hill.
And the concert footage, though
overwhelming, is so artily shot that the
feeling of a real concert never comes
through; the carnerawork is so distracting
that you feel as if you are watching the
concert through a screen. In the best
concert movies—"S top Making Sense,"
"The Last Waltz—the filmmaking is
entirely subordinate to the concert; both
at their best moments are entirely
invisible. Rattle and Hum" is exactly
the opposite: you are never allowed to
forget the filmmaking and the director's
brilliance.
Even the fabled change to color (Toto,
we're not in Kansas anymore) does
nothing to alleviate the bloated
pretensions Joanou is serving up.
Believe me, it's no fun to criticize this
movie this way. It's also not entirely
accurate. U2 is the greatest band since
the Beatles, and not even this muddle can
obscure that, or their music, which (if
your theater deigns to play it loud
enough) is tremendous.
But it's also no fun to see such a great
band turn so pretentious and affected.
Bono's posing (the hand run through the
hair, the serious looks) has always
seemed harmless before, but it's
beginning to become annoying.
The most revealing moment in the
movie is when Bono asks B.B. King
what he thought of the song he wrote for
him. King says he loves it, but he adds
"those lyrics are really ... heavy. You
mighty young to be writing such heavy
lyrics." I couldn't have put it better
myself.

A&E Editor
My friends, 1969 is more than a
number; 1969 is more than a year;
"1969" is now a film starring Kiefer
Sutherland ("The Lost Boys"), Robert
Downey, Jr. ("Less Than Zero"), and
Winona Ryder ("Beetle Juice").
Also, "1969" is a film with some of
the most nostalgiac, monosigificant
views of the 'sixties' that I have come
across in a long, long time.
Here is the film, folks, in a VW
wagon shell: lots of people went to
Vietnam in the sixties (and died), and this
was a bad thing, because Sutherland's
brother dies, and Sutherland's brother is
just like every other brother who went to
Vietnam; lots of people took some drugs
in the sixties, and this was a bad thing
because it made it really hard to study, so
these people--Downey--get kicked out of
school and are eligible for the draft; lots
of people protested the war in Vietnam,
and this was a good thing because it was
a bad bad war and that's all; lots of
people drove around in VW vans and
hung out on the beach without any
clothes on, and this was a good thing--at
least Sutherland and Downey seemed to
enjoy it when they stumbled on these
lovely people.
What?
Oh Yeah--people didn't have nearly as
much sex as is imagined by anybody
who tells you any differently, and if they
did have sex, it was extremely exciting
and romantic, and we don't know if this
is a good thing or a bad thing, but it sets
up one of the best lines in the entire
film: 'or you could make love to me."
Winona Ryder says this right out of the
blue--although she is obviously in
serious lust with Sutherland's character,
so it's not really out of the blue--and it's
just perfect.

ZD
0
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0
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Which leads me to my next
conclusion. Winona Ryder is the new
young symbol of female beauty on the
big screen. I'm going out on a limb here.
I like her.
I like all the actors and actresses in this
film. I just happen to believe they are
trapped in such a poorly written,
adequately directed film, that nothing
could really save it. Writer-director Ernest
Thompson tried his best, I'm sure, but he
didn't bring anything spectacular to the
screen, and probably should have
someone ghost write and ghost direct.
Granted, there were some interesting,
and subtle, conclusions within this film.
The most striking, to me, was: yes,
many people were involved in sixties
activism, but different people were in it
for very different reasons. Some did it
because they felt it was right (Ryder);
some did it because they were scared to
death of going to Vietnam (Sutherland);
some did it because it seemed like a very
cool thing to be doing at the time
(Downey); I can't help but think that
these last folks drive Volvo's now with
Baby on Board yield signs for kids
named Henna and Geoffrey.
Some things never change.
But the film cannot stand on the few
strands of complex truth which it holds
out to kind of look at. Most of the ideas
in this film have been reduced to what
someone considers Absolute Truth.
Hogwash.
The only times this movie stirred my
emotions was when it wasn't trying to.
The makers of this film were obviously
trying to pull my strings at certain
points in the film, and that's just my
point. It was such overt manipulation
that I dismissed it.
My message for the next group to take
a shot at a historical sixties romp: don't
try so hard.
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but what was the q*-luestion again?

Fresh Horses

Scrooged
By Terry Bain
A&E Editor
Six million dollars is too much money
to pay any actor for anything. Trust me.
Six million dollars is how much money
Bill Murray was paid to play the scrooge
in "Scrooged."
How nice.
So Murray plays a big-time television
executive who is making millions of
dollars (how nice) for scaring people into
watching television. But he gives his
brother a towel for Christmas anyway.
I guess I was expecting too much from
this film. I've always liked films with
Bill Murray in them.
The sad thing is, Bill Murray isn't
really much of an actor. His best role is
the idiot savant, and here he is playing a
serious, Nazi-boss in big TV city.
It doesn't work. Murray always seems
to be smirking when he's yelling at
someone--trying to be mean. He never
seems to be serious. Yet he's supposed
to be serious. I don't get it.
There are a few nice editing sequences
hidden within the film--especially when
Murray begins freaking out about ghosts
visiting him--but people are rarely given
artistic free reign in a big-budget film
like this one where the actor is supposed
to do all the work, so fancy editing is

scant.
And it didn't remind me of Christmas.
You would think that a film loosely
based on "A Christmas Carol" would
ring of Christmas. But it didn't. It was
like a Halloween film without Jack o'
Lanterns, open wounds, or trick or
treating.
It wasn't even funny.
The highest humor in the film is when
the Ghost of Christmas Present
physically abuses Murray. That's kind of
funny, but not very, and not for very
long. While I watched this film, there
wasn't a single person laughing in the
theatre--not even myself ... and I deign to
laugh at puns. It's pitiful when nobody
laughs at a comedy.
I can't recommend this film. However
there are many people who disagree with
me. Some folks love it. They think
Murray is perfect (I think he's just rich
and bitter and a poor actor).
It seems that if you don't absolutely
writhe at the idea that you paid five
dollars to see this film, you will either
pay another five dollars to see it again, or
you will convince somebody to take you.
I don't get it.
I don't like it.
I don't think you will either.
Save your money.

By Terry Bain
A&E Editor
"Fresh Horses" is a film staring
Andrew McCarthy and Molly Ringwald.
I'm so excited.
"Fresh Horses" is about this college
guy (McCarthy) who meets this girl
(Ringwald) who is kind of down and Out
and married and scummy and beautiful,
and this guy (McCarthy) breaks off his
marriage and has a lot of sex with this
girl (Ringwald) in a shack by the railroad
tracks--which is supposedly very
romantic, but it just looks cold and icky
to me--and everybody tells this guy
(McCarthy) that this girl (Ringwald) is
jerking him around, and nobody--the
audience, the actors, the key-grip, the
writer, the director--nobody knows if she
really is jerking him around or what the
hell is going on, and then it ends and
everybody lives normal, pathological,
socially acceptable lives.
"Fresh Horses" comes from a play.
The playwright who wrote "Fresh
Horses" also wrote the screenplay for the
film. The playwright who wrote "Fresh
Horses" should have sat on his hands and
let somebody else write the screenplay.
The director should have been wise
enough to know that the screenplay was
worth less than the shack where the

lovely couple coupled. The director also
should have realized that Molly Ringwald
fits her typecast very well, and can in no
way play this part. She acts too much.
Somebody should have been smart
enough to see that this film should never
have been made.
Let me get down and dirty for a few
minutes.
I can't imagine that this was even a
good play. I can't imagine any way they
could have made this incredibly contrived
plot into a halfway decent film. I can't
imagine anybody who was ever involved
with this film ever being able to work in
this town again.
Okay, maybe it wasn't that bad. But it
was pretty bad.
And I'm perfectly serious when I say
that I don't think I've ever seen a more
self-conscious, idiotic, icky, sophomoric
resolution in all of my life. At least, not
without being physically ill.
When will film makers realize that you
can't continue to throw brat-packers
together for insta-cashflow? The bratpackers didn't create the brat-packers.
John Hughes created the brat-packers.
John Hughes has moved on. Let's see
some brat-packers move on.
And let's stop calling them bratpackers. That term really makes me ill.

lt's a Big, wonderful life, people
13 .7'
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A&E Editor
"It' A Wonderful Life."
I don't think I need to say any more
than that. You've seen the movie. I know
OU have. It's one of the greatest Xmastime films ever made. And it stars
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can you go wrong.
I suggest you see this hIm (it's
playing at Campus Films this weekend),
especially if you are like me and have a
ha -d time finding Christmas spirit among
finals and papers and obnoxious
scrooges.
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Sneakine of Camnus Films. "Biz" is
playing next weekend, right in the middle
of your reading period.
DUe to the giant success of "Big," I
probably don't need to tell you much
about it. I don't need to say that Tom
Hanks is the perfect kid, that Tom Hanks
niakes this film what it is that Tom

Hanks is "BIG."
.
.

This is a funny movie.
nm going to say any more. It's
way past my bed-time.
MERRY CFWISTMAS from all and
me at A&E.
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Kittredge Gallery features an exhibit of drawings, prints, paintings, and
ceramics by graduating seniors Ron Spears and Cathy Roby. The exhibit
continues through December 8. Gallery hours: Monday through Friday,
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sundays, 2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. ADMISSION IS FREE.
ADMISSION IS FREE. ADMISSION IS FREE.
Human Rights Now. The Walkabouts are going to be here--on campus--on
Saturday, December 3 at 8:00 p.m. This is an all campus dance. This means
you because you are pare of 'all campus,' which means you have to come.
Admission is $1.00 with your Student I.D. card, or, if you prefer, $2.00
without such a thing. They will perform songs from their latest album,
"See Beautiful Rattlesnake Gardens," can you believe that?

/

1988
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Alpha Psi Omega, an honorary theater fraternity, will present "Christmas
Window," an original, improvisational play for children, on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday, December 2, 3, and 4. Showtimes are 7:00 p.m. on
Friday, and 1 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Suggested admission is $2.00
and is available at the door. 'Tis the Season.

In T we~ hy Tn

8

Tickets for the University Madrigal Singers Christmas concert series are
at the University Information Center. Advance tickets are $5.00 general,
$3.00 student (with I.D., of course). The concert will be held on December 2,
3, and 5 at the University Place Presbyterian Church, Mason United
Methodist Church, and Kilworth Chapel, respectively. Get your tickets
early for this splendiferous Christmas event.

to DANCE

Dance your buns off before finals at the Video
Dance on Wednesday, December 7 at 10:30 p.m. in The Fab Rotunda.
Admission is is Free with fun ASB type card. Two buckaroos without.
Last chance

December 1

M istletoast is Friday, December 2. Hay Ride and carolling at 4:30.
Holiday Entertainment at 6:30 (Fun Great Hall). International Holiday
Feast at 7:00 (Fun Rotunda--$1.00). Semi-Formal Big Band Dance at 8:00
(Fun Rotunda). Cartoon Fest at 9:00 in the Fun SUB Lounge.
Kaleidoscope is Saturday. Show up to a workshop and have a buncha fun.

Tacoma Art Museum presents: "One Hundred Years of Native American
Arts: Six Washington Cultures, Past and Present." The exhibit opens on
November 19 ... and will continue until January 15. Admission is $2.00
(except on Tuesdays when it is IFREJE). Also: Meet the artists on November
19 from 2-5 p.m.

Special folks at Prosito Italian Restaurant in December are: Hughes Blues,
World Bead Band, Little Stranger, Fabulous Cyclones, The Jerry Miller
Blues Band and more. For info on times and other stuff, call 752-0676 and
Find Out.

Chris Proctor will be performing his Contemporary Fingerstyle Guitar on
Tuesday, December 6 in The Cellar at 8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. "He is an
excellent artist who is performing such places as the Backstage in addition
to The Cellar," says Chris Chapman, knowledgeable Cellar god. Listen to
Chris Chapman. Listen to Chris Proctor. Admission is a can of food for
students, and $3.00 for the Public (not that students aren't public--don't
mean to offend). Have fun.

Lij
Campus Films presents... "It's a Wonderful Life" at 6, 8:30 and 11 on Friday
and Saturday, 6 and 8:30 on Sunday. Jim Stewart wants to kill himself.
Don't let him. Go see the film and try to talk him out of it. "Big" is playing
the week after at the same times. Tom Hanks is Big. The screen is Big.
The film is Big. Go go go. $1 for students with validated, stickered Puget
Sound Official I.D. with your wonderful student mug on it, $3.00 without (so
bring it, people--it's cheaper). Post Script: If you bring a can of food to "Its
a Wonderful Life," you get a free bag o' popcorn for your own self during the
wonderful flick.

ewheIre
Old-Fashioned Children's Christmas Faire--Fun for the entire Family.
Saturday, December 3 from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. there will be stuff like
Candle Dipping, Puppet Making, and Story Telling at the Morning Star
Waldorf School in Gig Harbor, Just of Highway 16. Admission $3.00
adults ... Chfldren are free. Info--851-7827 ... hoorah for X-mas.

In the Cptili of O (
"Peter Pan" will run through December 11 in The Paramount Theater.
Tickets run from $14.50 for children to $28.00 for adults with many ranges in
between. For ticket info call Ticketmaster. Curtain time is 8:00 p.m.,
Tuesday through Sunday, and there will be matinees at 2 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.
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For details.
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Swimmers seek national standards at Husky meet
By Antje Spethmann
Sports Editor

With the Husky Invitational, which is
coming up this weekend, the men's and
women's swim teams have reached the
mid-way mark of their season's. Friday
Saturday and Sunday ,December 2,3 and
4, the teams travel to Seattle for the
annual event.
"It's our most important meet outside
of the National Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics' Championships," said Men's Coach Don Duncan.
Women's Coach Mark Scott echoed his
words almost exactly when he said that
his team was treating this as a
championship meet.
Before they were even able to think
about Husky however, there were other
meets and the season thus far has not
been without it's highlights.
For the women, they were sweeping

their dual meets and taking second at the
Husky relays by only six points. They
currently have a record of 4-0.
"I think this team is in the process,
but not there yet. It's coming close to it's
potential," Scott concluded.
For the men there was the very close
meet with the University of Alberta,
which they lost by only three points, and
beating Central Washington University,
a team which is a traditional rival for
them.
"An interesting first half," said
Duncan. "It appears to me that the team
is somewhat ahead of last year," he added.
"We would like to have one more meet
in the win column," he continued,
explaining the men's 1-2 dual meet
record, and referring to the Alberta meeL
In the last dual meet before the
Thanksgiving break, the two teams faced
the Central Washington University

Wildcats, and both teams emerged
victorious.
"The Central meet was a really big
meet for our men," noted Duncan, "we
needed that win."
"We won every event," he continued,
"I think that's a first. I don't think we've
ever won every event against Central."
The men had some really good relay
times, as well as good times in the 200
yard Individual Medley and the 200 yard
Butterfly.
Andrew Cukers turned in a national
qualifying time in the 200 yard butterfly
going 1: 59.65. Duncan noted that this
was a fast time for the Ellensburg pool,
especially at this time of year.
Duncan once again singled out Ian
Lee's time of 1:59.72 in the 200 yard
individual medley (I.M.) as a highlight of
the meet. Lee was only four tenths of a
second of the national qualifying standard

in this I.M. race.
Of the relays, the 400 yard freestyle
relay was also only one second from its
qualifying standard.
Scott, however, felt that this meet
afforded Puget Sound very little
competition, and pointed out that Central
lost approximately 90 percent of their
team to graduation last year.
Duncan and Scott agreed however, that
the focus now is on this weekend.
"We could qualify virtually everybody
for the national meet, and that's a great
stress to remove," said Scott.
Duncan concurred saying, "Those who
don't meet national qualifying times,
then they have to do this at dual meets or
at the district meet."
The Loggers do not take to the water
again after the Husky meet until next
semester when their first opponent is the
University of British Columbia.

Men hoopsters embark on banner year
By Kevin Strong
Staff Writer

It was business as usual Wednesday
night for Logger forward Maurice Selvin.
The All-American sophomore scored a
game high 37 points to lead Puget Sound
to an 89-63 victory over St. Martin's
College of Olympia.
The win improved the Loggers' record
to 4-1. The Saints, meanwhile, dropped
to 5-2.
"It was a good game for us," said
Puget Sound coach Don Zech. "We were
playing a team that does not give up
easily."
Midway through the first half it
appeared as if St. Martin's would go
down without a fight, however. The
Loggers enjoyed a 23-10 lead and seemed
to be on their way to a rout. But the
Saints responded with a 13-2 run of their
own, to cut Puget Sound's lead to two
points. Then it was the Loggers' turn to
get hot. Puget Sound ended the half by
outscoring the Saints 14-7 to take a 3930 lead into intermission.
Early in the second half it again
appeared as if the Loggers were on the
verge of blowing the game wide open, as
Selvin and senior Jack Forney scored
back-to-back baskets to put Puget Sound
up by 13 points. But St. Martin's went
on a 10-0 run of their own to get right
back into the game.
That was as close as the Saints would
get, however, as the Loggers closed the
game by outscoring St. Martin's 46-23.
"We played good defense down the
stretch," said Zech. "That caused them to
turn the bail over, opening the door for
us to build the lead that we did."
Along with Selvin, Forney and junior
Nick Kiungel scored in double figures for
Puget Sound. Forney also had a team
high 12 rebounds. Senior guards Adam
Levi and Gary Rubin each had five
assists apiece for the Loggers.
Puget Sound returns to action Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. when it hosts Brewster
Packing, an Amatuer Athletic Union
team, in an exhibition game at Memorial
Fieldhouse.
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STRIKE THREE: I just want to thank
those who have helped me over the
previous eighteen months while I have
been a sports editor for the Trail. It has
been a trying experience, but one which I
would do over every time. Special thanks
goes out to Antje, my co-sports editor;
to Robin Hamilton, for all her help as
Director of Sports Information; to Dana
Grant, for his journalistic advice; to all
my fellow staff members; and finally to
all those important people who read this
column and the sports section in general.

Batt ming
around
By Mike Fassler
Sports Editor
STRIKE ONE: The good news in
sports for Washingtonians this week
must be the Seahawks' 35 - 27 victory
over the Raiders in front of a live
national television audience on a Monday
night, no less. This knotted Seattle into
a first place tie with the Denver Broncos
in the AFC West Division. The
Seahawks, under the leadership of Dave
Krieg, dominated the contest. Krieg was
16 of 28 in passing for 220 yards. He did
have two passes picked off, but managed
to continue his incredible knack for
touchdown passes with five on the night.
Durable running back Curt Warner was
his old self for 130yards on 27 carries.
However, the Seahawks defense must be
given credit for the victory. Raider
quarterbacks were held to a meager 144
yards in the air and to a paltry 26.6%
pass completion percentage. One statistic
that tells the whole story for the Raiders
must be their two for thirteen first down
ratio on third down plays. In all, the
victory put the Seahawks back into the
playoff picture. Perhaps this could be the
beginning of better things to come this
season. Maybe even a little consistency
in their game.
STRIKE TWO: After disgracing
himself and most of Canada by being
stripped of an Olympic gold medal and a
new world record due to his chemically
proven steroid use, sprinter Ben Johnson
is back in the news. He is pointing
towards a possible re-attempt at an
Olympic gold at the 1992 Games.
Unfortunately, Johnson has been banned
from competition for two years. He is
still the world recordholder in the 100
meters with his 9.83 second clocking at
Rome. I only hope that a more honest
athlete develops the ability to shatter this
record before Johnson has the chance to
make his comeback.
BALL ONE: After nearly a decade of
mediocrity, the University of Notre
Dame football program has again risen to
the top of American collegiate football.
Beware Irish players, I'm sure that the
NCAA violations committee will note
the turn-around and begin an
investigation immediately. How can this
historical powerhouse, founded on the
words of Knute Rockne, rise to the top
without having recruited illegally? After
being in the number one spot in national
polls for several weeks, the Fightin' Irish
have proven all doubters wrong. Last
Saturday, Noire Dame swept by secondranked USC, 27-10 at Los Angeles. This
event, combined with Noire Dame's 3130 defeat of number three Miami should
nearly clinch a national title for their
school. Of course, the Trojans hurt
themselves with four turnovers in the
first half, but Notre Dame's defense
continually denied USC opportunities to
score. Lou Holtz has done an outstanding
job in recreating a prestigious program at
Notre Dame. The years of mediocrity
under Gerry Faust are long gone. Only a
Jan. 2nd showdown with undefeated West
Virginia could possibly rain on the Irish
parade. But, hey, that is almost
unAmerican, isn't it?

I
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Logger Line
Women's Basketball - The Logger women will travel to California to play in
Chico State Tournament on December 2-3.
Swimming - On December 2, the Loggers will travel north to Seattle to partici
in the Husky Invitational. The meet will continue through December 4.
Men's Basketball - The men's squad will take on Brewster in the Fieldhousc o
Saturday the 3rd at 7:30 p.m.
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FOLLOW UP ONE
OF THE MOST
POPULAR
CHRISTMAS
ALBUMS OF ALL
TIME9
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MANNHEIM STEAMROLLER
CHRISTMAS AG 1984

A FRESH AIRE CHRISTMAS
AG 1988

Grammy nominated "Mannheim Steamroller Christmas" brings joy to more and
more people every year. All new and destined to become another Christmas
tradition, is "A Fresh Aire Christmas." Available on Compact Disc, LP & Cassette,
these albums have the Holiday Spirit for Everyone!
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SALE ENDS DECEMBER 11th
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4321 Univ. Way, N.E.
nr. Univ. Bookstore
VIDEO SALES ONLY
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at Seattle Center
NO TICKETS
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diZerega discusses P&G debate
On Monday, Nov. 21 students and faculty gathered to hear a debate among members
of the Politics and Government Department concerning the American political system.
This debate was sparked by remarks made by Prof. Harmon Zeigler and seconded by
Prof. William Haltom as to the American voter's "stupidity." Several of us took strong
exception to this characterization of the electorate and the interpretation of American
politics it suggested. During the discussion, Prof. Haltom went one step further,
arguing that voters are incompetent as well as stupid. There was not time to discuss
this issue and he deflected the matter of "stupidity" by appealing to the Oxford English
Dictionary. Nor, unfortunately, was the environment one which encouraged students to
voice their own thought and questions. I wish to carry this discussion a bit further,
inviting comments from all concerned.
Are Voters Incompetent?
A competent voter is one who makes choices which further research would indicate
are in keeping with that voter's actual preferences. When presented with additional
information which was reasonably available at the time of the elections, a competent
voter will not conclude that s/he should have voted for the other candidate or measure.
We should appreciate just what a blunt tool the vote actually is. On any given issue
we almost always have only two choices. Yet an evaluation of an initiative like Prop.
97 or a candidate can be very complicated.
Obviously any voter needs to adopt simplifying strategies enabling him or her to be
reasonably sure the correct choice is made. This alerts us to a basic truth. Most of the
time detailed knowledge of specific issues will not be more useful in determining our
vote than will our awareness of broad general indicators.
Various strategies exist which help voters make reasonably correct choices (from
their perspective) most of the time. I shall list six.
Retrospective voting. Has the incumbent appeared to have done a reasonably good
job? If so, vote for him. If not, vote against him.
Vote party line. If I believe that government should provide for the less fortunate,
and that it should do more than it already is, I will quite reasonably vote for the
Democrats. Similarily, if I believe it is doing enough or too much, or that this value is
secondary in importance to others like defense or free enterprise, then I will be wiser to
vote Republican.
Listen to our favorite authorities. We can rely upon the recommendation of others
whose interests we believe to be in harmony with our own, and are backed up by
experts.
Key Issues. One or two key issues may be particularly important to the voter
either because of their intrinsic importance, or because they serve as clues to a
candidate's general values and priorities. The environment and the Supreme Court were
mine in the last election.
Values. Ronald Reagan's espousal of conservative values gave a strong clue to his
priorites on judicial appointments and other issues. Espoused values are a clue for
voters.
Friends and associates. This is particularly important according to studies of public
opinion. Such local "opinion leaders" are trusted because they are believed to understand
politics better than their associates. These opinion leaders can also employ the above
strategies as well.
It is significant that none of the above stategies require knowledge of most
information tested for in Profs. Haltom and Zeigler's work. Yet these strategies give a
reasonably high likelihood of casting a competent vote, especially when several are
used together. All are strategies I use myself.
The American system does not depend upon voting for determining specific policies.
Elections keep politicians willing to listen to their constituents. The detailed input on
issues comes when they listen. Those citizens who participate in this process do have
far greater knowledge of the issues with which they are concerned. It is at this level of

Let's talk about condoms, shall we? Why not! The word 'condom'
has gained tremendous social acceptability lately, moreso, even, than

'homosexual' and 'communist,' which still may make the odd
grandparent shudder. What's behind this new vogue for those crazy
little rubber things that you used to have to purchase stealthily, at a
drug store in a neighborhood far across town, with a red face and
fidgety hands? Why, just the other day, we had a lovely little display
in our very own Student Union of an assortment of condoms of such a
dazzling variety that even the most sexually experienced among us may
have been a little taken aback. ("OOh look, they have them in blue
now!) The condom display even stood next to a display of children's
art for a while, with the irony of such a pairing going unnoticed by
many of our desensitized, "condom generation."
However, while this little irony went perhaps unnoticed by most,
(except for the odd staff writer,) there is a deeper and more tragic irony
that this profusion of condoms brings to mind. How many of us, who
now say the "c-word" with ease, actually use condoms? We pay lip
service to them, we extol the benefits of their use in helping control the
spread of sexually transmitted disease and in preventing unwanted
pregnancies, but how many of us have the discipline to turn our beliefs
into practice? We have certainly accepted the use of condoms in
theory, but in actuality we seem to shy a little from their use,
supposing somehow that we are miraculously immune from the
dangers of AIDS and unwanted pregnancies if we forego the condom
"just this once." Unfortunately, once is all it takes for a disease or a
sperm to render all our babbling about the virtues of condoms null and
void.
Maybe we talk too much about condoms. Maybe they've been
"overplayed" in our minds. Maybe we should shut up about them for a
while. But let's start using them! Just think, as a community of
upwardly-mobile middle class Americans we could actually, for once,
set an example for our peers, live up to our beliefs, serve our country!
It is sex, after all. A couple of micrometers of rubber is not too
painful a sacrifice for an American to make. Is it?
Staff editorials are the majority opinion of the Core Staff

political action that detailed knowledge is useful, not when we vote.

Yet the
effectiveness of the democratic process at this level depends upon the earlier cruder
process of voting.
The data presented by Profs. Haltom and Zeigler do not support Prof. Haltom's
contention that voters are "incompetent." The voters are as competent as they need to
be, given the opportunites they have. Profs. Haltom and Zeigler have proven that
average voters know very little about politics, they have not proven that average voters
do not know enough.
Are Voters Stupid?
Representing Pi Sigma Alpha, Chris Kenney made the reasonable suggestion that
"ignorant" and "uninformed" would be better terms than "stupid" when referring to the
American people. Unfortunately Prof. Haltom did not agree, and appealed to Higher
Authority.
Prof. Haltom delights in referring to the Oxford English Dictionary. I shall refer to
the Websters New World Dictionary of the American Language. Nowhere does
Websters list "uniformed" or "ignorant" as in any sense a synonym for "stupid."
Prof. Haltom is simply wrong when he writes that he and Prof. Zeigler use stupid in
its normal sense, at least here in the New World. It is a pity he could not admit as
much to his critics. If Prof. Haltom chooses to stay in this country, perhaps he should
begin studying American English as a second language. It will assist him in doing
social science in the United States. I recommend Pi Sigma Alpha students as his
instructors.
Why should I go to such lengths over a word? I spend many hours trying to get my
students to use words carefully. Sloppy language and sloppy thinking tend to go
together. I think students should be given a good example by the faculty.
In addition, whether we judge a person stupid or uninformed influences the way we
evaluate his or her capabilities. In trying to understand contemporary democracies, our
judgement of the average citizens's capacity is important. Today democracies have very
real problems, some quite serious. How we understand the average voter's role in
contributing to both democracy's strengths and weaknesses helps determine our
approach to dealing with its problems. For Prof. Haltom to say that most voters are
"incompetent" suggests to me the inadequacy of his understanding of how democracies
work: a far milder charge than he makes against most Americans.
Gus diZerega
Department of Politics and Government
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Lette rs to the
Eric identity
crisis resolved
The Trail would like to make it clear
that tb Eric Johnson who wrote a letter
to the editor in the November 17, 1988
issue is not the same Eric Johnson who
is a Sigma Chi and works in the Cellar.
We apologize for confusion that may
have resulted from any mix-ups.

Volunteers at
UPS thanked
As the fall semester comes to a close,
Kristin Johannisson and I would like to
thank those students who have come to
the Community Volunteer Center
because of their interest in the
comm unity.
UPS students have or are planning to
become involved with tutoring programs,
talking with and understanding the plight
of the homeless and advocating on their
behalf, responses to the community
leaders in need of assistance as they work
to offer inner city youth an alternative to
street crime and drugs, and offering
companionship to the elderly and
disabled.
UPS can take pride in its students.
They have brought to the Volunteer
Center a tireless energy, their time, and
their dedication and commitment ot the
surrounding community.
Kristin and I have enjoyed working on
your behalf. We all hope that all of you
have a safe and warm holiday season and
we'll see you next semester.
Jacki Pearce-Droge
Volunteer Coordinator
UPS Volunteer Center

Williams again
In two weeks of Morning TNT there is
"across the nation dirty words get new
twist," "Florida language laws may fuel
disrimination. This is electioon year
when everyone at the state house is
editing or examining resolutions for
phrasing or wording. It is at this time we
hear about joint resolutions such as
4224. Then it is covered up with an
initiative or alternative measure.
"Dumb" in Webster's applies to the
ability ot make noise "Idiot" applies to
making sense with those sounds. It is a
learning disablitiy. Sense is wisdom, not
cents that gingles in you'r pocket.
The 1988 Voters & Candidates
pamplet mentions "dumb" & "idiot" in
the same phrase of joint in house
resolutions 4223. Why? How many
initiatives, joint resolutions or alter
native measures are so worded?
Williams

Letter is invalid
Eric Johnson's letter to the editor in
the November 17, 1988 edition of The
Trail shows our sacred right of freedom
of speech in one of its finest forms. You

express your opinion and then discredit
yourself all in one short conglomeration
of statements.
What credentials do you have to make
allegations such as "... I don't feel either
of them should be senators," and "They
do not have what it takes to make
important decisions for us?" If you're
going to publically discredit these people
then you had better also inform me of
something to back up your slanderous
claims.
You also state, "... they are both a
couple of whining brats that are making
a mockery of this fine institution." I
suppose you would rather stifle their
substantiated gripes to save face for this
"fine" institution no matter what the
cost to justice trying to take its course?
If so, then maybe we shouldn't divulge
such facts as the increasing number of
crimes on campus or the investments in
South Africa? If anything, maybe we
should suppress invalid remarks such as
yours.
Alex White

Langbehn thanks
I would like to take this time to
express my gratitude to OCURA and
Lisa Pond for helping to plan the CPR
class I taught on November 20th.
The class received a good response and
indicated the willingness of the
university community to become better
informed and able to help others.
Thank you to all that attended and
helped save "Annie" and "Uncle George".
Janice K. Langbehn

Mullinax resigns
After much thought and personal
evaluation I have decided to resign my
position as ASUPS Senator effective
December 61h.
Three things have prompted this
action: The recent election fiasco, my
disillusionment with the direction the
current Senate seems to be headed, and
my recognition of the fact that there are
others who would do a better job than I
am currently willing to do.
The recent election tournament has
been the biggest source of my
disillusionment. I congratulate Eric
Bailey on his ultimate victory but I feel
the Senate has lost much of its already
scarce legitimacy as a result. No offense
intended, but I don't think Eric will do
any better job than Jay Rumwell would
have done. Quite frankly, I see very
little substantial difference between the
two candidates and certainly not enough
to be worth the price that ASUPS has
paid in respect and authority. I am
embarrassed to be associated with the
ASUPS Senate.
I think the current Senate realizes that
they are a campus joke and they are
trying to rebuild an image of credibility
and effectiveness. However, I feel they
are going about it in the wrong way.
One gains credibility through one's
actions not by looking good. Having
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Senate meetings in coat and tie might
impress some of the more shallow
people on this campus but when it
comes down to it it is the actions of the
Senate that determine the measure of
success they achieve, not how good they
look.
I have become fairly disenchanted with
the whole set up of ASUPS but I am not
so malicious as to bring the entire Senate
down by my bad attitude. If this is truly
the direction of the current Senate, so be
it. I was elected to do a job for the
students of ASUPS but at this time I
cannot in good concience complete that
job. I feel it would be best that I be
replaced for the remainder of my term
with someone who is willing and able to
represent the students in the manner
which they deserve.
My final advice to the current Senate,
for what it is worth, LIGHTEN UP!
ASUPS Senate in no way affects the fate
of the earth. If you have fun with your
job it will make that job a lot easier and
it you will be far better able to represent
the students you were elected to
represent.
Jim Mullinax

Anthony discusses
U.S. voter stupidity
Is the American voter "stupid"?
Maybe not, but I think many of us
would agree that they are apathetic,
uninformed, naive, unsophisticated,
ignorant and incompetent.
This was the question posed on
November 21st to a panel of five politics
and government professors and one
student in from of an audience of sixty or
so.
What I got out of the discussion was
that the American voter may be stupid
but our system can not work without the
participation of the stupid voter. What I
would have to say is, "Ya. O.K. the
American voter is apathetic, uninformed,
naive, unsophisticated, ignorant,
incompetent, and perhaps even stupid.
So what. Would our government work
better if they were not?" I would have to
side with professor diZerega and say, "no
it would not."
The data that professor Zeigler
presented is very interesting:
51% know the majority party in the
lower house (Dr. Haltom pointed out the
monkey score was 50%)
48% identified Sandinistas as American
allies.
47% named USSR as a member of
NATO.
57% believed that "Ed Meese acted
improperly."
22% know who Ed Meese is.
44% claimed to be in support of the
"Metallic Metals Act" (an act that never
existed--made up by Zeigler).
68% when shown the Bill of Rights
claim to have recognized it as authored
by Karl Marx.

However, Professor Zcigler (purposely)
did not bother to discuss the political
ramifications of this data.
As professor Balaam stated, "The crux
of the issue here is Professor Zeigler's
persistence that the American voters are
ninnies or dummies or stupid. If that is
the issue then I have no problem with
that argument." But he reads from
Zeigler's textbook, The Irony of
Democracy, a quote which would
suggest that while the voters are stupid,
when it comes to elections, Zeigler
admits, it doesn't matter. Professor
diZerega posed the question that parallels
Balaam's interpretation of Zeigler's book.
He asks, "Why does it matter if the
American voter is ignorant and
uninformed? Most of the time a voter
needs to know very little to cast an
intelligent vote. If voters knew much
more about the issues than they know
now, in the context of voting on them,
there is little reason to believe that most
of those voters would vote much
differently than they do. Most of us use
shortcuts for deciding what to vote on
because there is entirely too much
information--too complicated a process,
and voting is too crude a measure of
choosing to offer very many payoffs for
knowing a great deal of information.
Knowledge is important, it is not
primarioly important for voting." He
continues to say that voters simply
decide which decision is most likely to
be the correct one.
Professor Haltom stated that he agrees
with Professor diZerega that the voter,
"need know little," but he was not sure
what the relevance of the "fact" is to the
question at hand ("is the American voter
stupid?). I think diZerega, if given the
opportunity, would have resopnded that if
it does not matter that the American
voter is ignorant and uniformed and that
they do not profit by being
knowledgeable, why did Professor Zeigler
pose the question in the first place? Is he
a glutton for fabricated controversy? Did
he want a public forum to demonstrate
how sharp-witted and humorous he can
be? Or did he really want to provoke
discussion? As professor Balaam stated,
"The IMPORTANT question is, what are
the political consequences? You think
that voters are stupid. But if it doesn't
matter, what the hell are we doing here
(at UPS)?" In other words, why are the
teachers trying to instruct us on politics,
and why are we, the students, trying to
learn about politics if, as citizens, it does
not benefit us in making good political
decisions?
The debate left me with a deja vous
from the first, last, and only time I
watched the Morton Downey Jr. show.
There was a lot of mouth movement but
I'm not so sure that anything of any
substance came out of any of them. For
all of you thinking about taking any of
the professors that were involved with
the debate for a class, let me assure you
that their performance at the debate was
not indicative of their professional ability
as professors.
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You do t need
your pawnts money
to buy a Macintosh.

Justffiek signa tute.
It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh® computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makr '
Macintosh as easy as us
Simply pick up an ap
at the location listed b
call 800-831-LOAN. All
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and

send it. If they qualify they'll receive a
check for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.

Introducing Apple's
Student Loan-to-Own Program
MicroComputer Center
Howarth Room 215

© 1988 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

